Junior Software Developer
Job Description
Job Summary
Astun Technology is looking for a Junior Developer to join our software development team to assist with
the ongoing improvement of our geospatial data sharing platform iShare.
We are leaders in our field using open source technologies to deliver enterprise grade applications
helping our customers solve real world problems using the power of geography.
This role would be suitable for a Graduate / Junior Developer who has recently graduated from university
or college with a qualification in computing and has a basic understanding of any of the following
technologies: JavaScript, C#, ASP.net, Postgres, Docker, AWS and Agile, which might have been acquired
as part of your degree course or through a placement year in industry.
Having an interest in GIS, web mapping technologies and geography would also be beneficial, we offer
solutions to our customers to help them to manage their geographic data in the cloud and use our
technical services as ‘Experts in Place’ to bring the data to life.

Technical expertise
We are looking for candidates with a basic knowledge of web technologies and software development
Ideally we’d like you to have:
●

Some experience working with C# or Python

●

Experience working with SQL and database technologies like PostgreSQL or SQL Server

●

Front End skills with JavaScript, CSS and knowledge of accessibility standards

●

Understanding of the basics of HTML and CSS

●

Experience working within an Agile environment

Benefits
You will join a varied and experienced team of experts at the UK's leading open source GIS consultancy.
Astun prides itself on its empowering, supportive, friendly and flexible culture which offers opportunities
to develop and learn new skills.
You will earn a competitive salary between £25,000 and £40,000, company pension, annual bonus and 25
days holiday per year.
Astun is a member of the Equality Register and as such an Equal Opportunity employer.

Additional information
This role is home based unless you can suggest a suitable coworking space near to where you live.
Occasional travel to client sites and conference events anywhere in the UK may be required, including
where appropriate, overnight stays.
In addition Astun company hacks are held over several days midweek between three and four times per
year, where colleagues meet at venues across the UK to collaborate on work projects and socialise
informally in the evening. A valid UK driving license is not essential, but would be beneficial.
The role is intended as a full time post, with flexible working hours. However consideration will be given
to applicants interested in a part time role.
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All employees are BPSS checked on commencement of employment.

Application details
If you would like to apply for this position please send your CV and covering letter to
jobs@astuntechnology.com with 3 reasons why you would be perfect for this position. If you already
have contacts who work at Astun, please still apply via the jobs@ address to ensure that all applications
are treated equally, fairly and in line with our recruitment policies.
This is a direct appointment - NO AGENCIES PLEASE
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